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foreword
Dear Freedom for Animals supporters,
Freedom for Animals is a non-governmental and non-profit organization for animal rights protection which has been dealing with the
issue in the Czech Republic for about 21 years. Established 20 years ago in 2014, when the organization embarked on animal rights
protection activity. To mark the anniversary which is important for us we organized a special birthday celebration. Freedom for Animals
is the oldest Czech organisation for protection of animal rights and during its time of existence there have been lots of success stories
as well as many animal lives saved.
These results (e.g. the ban of cosmetics testing on animals in the Czech Republic or ban of the seal trade within the EU and many more)
we noted these last year in our campaign called “Animals Celebrate”. Apart from that we also dealt with issues last year such as fur
farming and animal testing. The following pages will describe the details of the activities of individual projects and campaigns.
Nothing covered in this report would have happened without our devoted supporters and contributors. They deserve to be thanked a
lot, as well as the volunteers and employees of Freedom for Animals who decided to give part of their time for animal protection in last
21 years. We would not be able to carry on without your support. Thank you.
LUCIE MORAVCOVÁ, Chair, Freedom for Animals
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Freedom for Animals
Freedom for Animals (FA), known as Svoboda zvířat (or SZ) in Czech is a
countrywide, non-profit animal protection organization which brings together people
who support its objectives.
It has been established to promote the idea that each life has an inalienable value,
independent of current human judgement or opinion. Freedom for Animals was
established in 1994. Its aim is to change human attitude towards animals. There is
more within the activities of FA then enhancing animal welfare, although, animal
welfare is a priority for the organization that agrees with this approach in a short
term perspective. But the main goal is to change people´s view of animals so they
see them as living creatures with their own values and rights. The way people treat
animals should not be based on their potential usefulness for humans. The whole
establishment of Freedom for Animals is based on the idea of non violence and
respect for freedom of every living creature.
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An essential part of the activity of Freedom for Animals includes the organization of professional conferences, debates, exhibitions,
information stalls, documentary screenings, vegan food tasting and more. The leaflets, brochures, posters and other items are spread
within various educational campaigns. Currently it emphasizes primarily its campaigns to abolish the fur farming, find other alternatives to
animal experiments and testing - and to enforce a ban of the use wild animals in circuses. Freedom of Animals places a great importance
on environmental and ethical education. Established lecturers successfully continue to visit primary and secondary schools, universities
and other public areas with their lectures about the urgency of animal protection. Freedom of Animals organizes activities such as
demonstrations, creates petitions, deals with legal issues such as creating comments on draft laws and regulations, preparing more
favourable proposals in terms of animal protection, cooperating with authorities, and participating in administrative proceedings, lobbying
and more. Freedom for Animals grants internationally valid certificates of humane conduct for domestic products and also cosmetics not
tested on animals as part of their promotion of Czech companies. Clothes retailers who deal ethically in a business are granted a fur free
retailer certificate. In 2006 an information centre was opened in Prague where everyone interested can obtain detailed information of the
animal protection sphere. The other centre in Pilsen where the main office is located is well established.
Freedom for Animals cooperates with other Czech and international organizations for animal protection. With international cooperation it is
a member of the Fur Free Alliance, ENDCAP - European network (to end the keeping of wild animals in captivity), ECEAE - European coalition
to end animal experiments. Alongside with these organizations Freedom for Animals cooperates with many more partners from Europe
such as WSPA, RSPCA, InterNICHE, VIVA! and from USA such as HSUS and PETA. Freedom for Animals also makes effort to discuss issues and
cooperate with state authorities for animal protection such as the Central Commission for Animal Welfare, The State Veterinary Office, the
Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Environment.
About 68% of Freedom for Animals income is provided through individual grants and organization membership fees. The grant of 1% is
mainly used for the cat´s protection section. The remaining income is obtained through sales of promotional items and through organizing
benefit events. The organization does not accept any financial support which would be provided by companies which exploit animals for
their own profit.
In its 21 year existence Freedom for Animals achieved many successes such as the banning of animal testing on cosmetics and cosmetics
ingredients in the Czech Republic and closing a few fur farms in the Czech Republic. Among other successful results - banning dog and cat
fur imports and a sales ban within the EU, and the ban of seal products trade in the EU. But the biggest success observed by Freedom for
Animals is a shift of public perception of animals - towards seeing animals as reasonable sentient beings.
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Anti-Fur Campaign
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At the beginning of this year we monitored the activities of the European Information Office of the Fur
Industry which is historically the biggest venue regarding fur promotion in the European Parliament. We
obviously had to show the other side of the coin – for example a document called „The Fact about the Fur
Production“.
Furthermore we also monitored fur farms, so far this year there are 11 registered in the Czech Republic
(traditionally the number of farms has declined compared to 2013).
The Czech public has also been informed about the development of the protection of „fur“ animals abroad.
For example to our great pleasure we can announce that the last farm for farming chinchillas has been
closed in Sweden.
We also brought to people the chance to take a part in fur animal protection activities.
Besides, by the end of the last year we joined an international campaign held by our amicable organization
„Vier Pfoten“ called „Save Kimi“ where the public had chance to put pressure on the company Burberry
to demand stopping the usage of real fur in their products. (Kimi is a he-fox who lives at Finnish fur farm
from where Burberry obtains the furs.)
We managed to open discussion about fur farming in some important media. We had a lecture regarding
this topic at Vegan Fest in Brno and we organized a few information stalls.
During 2014 we stayed an active member of the world coalition for „fur“ animal protection - Fur Free
Alliance (FFA).
Together we collected and published a public opinion questionnaire reflecting the attitudes of the citizens
of 10 European countries regarding the fur farming industry. The majority of those expressed their
disagreement with fur farming and killing animals for fur production.
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An important point of the year was also the start of cooperation with a company called LUSH and selling body creams called „Charity Pots“
in their shop in Prague where the profit of the sale was devoted to the „Against the Grain“ campaign. Besides the financial support it helped
to widely to promote the problem among the Czech public.
In November we could not forget the celebration of “Fur Free Friday“ where we took part by a special virtual campaign and we used mostly
social networks to point out the problems of fur farming, including the treatment and killing of „fur“ animals.
Our volunteers - always ready to help - made their way to the different towns to spread leaflets with information regarding this topic.
The aim of the Anti-fur campaign which was launched in 1999 is to enforce the ban of fur farming in the Czech Republic and to diminish the
venality of real furs.
Fur Free Retailer
The 2014 was very successful for the project „Fur Free Retailer“. Firstly the company Inditex joined the scheme. It is the biggest fashion
retailers with almost 6000 shops (including brands as Zara, Massimo Duti, Bershak and Stradivarius). It proclaimed a 100 % fur free
policy. In March we welcomed a new partner in Fur Free Retailer – a publication issued monthly for dog and cat lovers „Haf&Mňau“ and the
company „Ahinsa Shoes“ which produces ethical and vegan barefoot shoes.
At the end of the year other huge retailers joined the scheme such as Kaufland, Lidl, and Bestseller. During the last year we also updated
our electronic version of fur free retailers at www.obchodbezkozesin.cz as well as our printed edition.
„Fur Free Retailer“, (FFR), is an international scheme which was launched by „The Fur Free Alliance“ in 2006 and Freedom for Animals is
the coordinator of that program in the Czech Republic. Retailers, designers, and clothes and accessory producers can join the scheme and
thanks to this project, join an international network of companies refusing to use real fur.

WEBSITES:
www.protisrsti.cz
www.obchodbezkozesin.cz
www.ukaztetovlade.cz

FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/PeticezazakazchovukozesinovychzviratvCR
www.facebook.com/Obchodbezkozesin

CONTACT:
info@protisrsti.cz
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Campaign for Replacement of
Animal Experiments
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THE CAMPAIGN IS SPLIT INTO THREE SEPARATE PROJECTS:
• BEAUTY VICTIMS - Against animal testing on cosmetics and household products
• HUMANE EDUCATION - For the replacement of animal testing during education
• „NEXT OF KIN“ - To ban testing and experimentation on primates
We have been cooperating on these projects with the European Coalition to End Animal
Experiments (ECEAE) of which we are already a member, with InterNICHE (The International
Network for Humane Education) - the partner organization of Freedom for Animals. We are also
in the partnership with Cruelty Free International - an organization demanding a ban on animal
testing for cosmetics in every country.
In 2014 we continued to inform the public about the actual situation of cosmetic and other
product testing on animals and we have issued a new version of our existing Free of Animal
Testing labels.
We have joined a survey of a European coalition regarding the termination of animal testing
with the aim to find out how EU members support alternative methods to animal testing. We
found out that the Czech Republic as well as many other countries does not support alternative
methods. We have issued a public statement and we are preparing to deal with this situation.
We have published information regarding quite unnecessary animal tests held in Europe in
the last years. One of the experiments had media coverage on Slovak television station JOJ,
including an interview with Barbora Bartušková Večlová from Freedom of Animals.
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Prior the start of the elections to the EU Parliament we addressed all party candidates to obtain
their opinion on proposals to restrict animal testing and published the results. People could
therefore make their choice taking into account the attitude of politicians on this topic.
In June we joined the annual all European week against the testing of Botox on animals. This
still continues even when couple of years ago there was an approved method which removed
animals from testing and one of the producers is already successfully using it. Our aim is to
convince the others to use this method.
At the end of June we also organised a protest against Air France in Prague, as it is the only
European company that continues to transport monkeys to laboratories. People had chance to
sign a petition against this practice.
We joined the organization of the 9th World Congress of alternatives to animal testing and had
during this time an information stall there. We cooperated with media such as Czech Television
and helped to prepare the media coverage about the congress.

WEBSITES:
www.pokusynazviratech.cz
www.netestovanonazviratech.cz

CONTACT:
pokusy@svobodazvirat.cz
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„Circuses without
Animals" Campaign
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Based on an initiative of our supporter we put the request to the Regional Veterinary Administration Office to inspect the Berosini
circus. The supporter described that for example the lions are kept in large numbers together in a small cages without the
possibility of sheltering in a bad weather. The Veterinary Office during detected a breach of law during the inspection (law no.
242/1992 for Animal Protection against the Cruelty)
The theme of keeping the animals in circuses was discussed on Czech Radio in June by Anastasia Molozina, the coordinator of
Circuses without Animals.
Also during 2014 there was a continuing virtual petition where everyone had the chance to be photographed with the inscription
„I want circuses without animals“ and the photo is placed on the website gallery of the campaign.
The problems of this issue were shown in public at information stalls as well as on the internet or by leafleting.
WEBSITES:
www.cirkusybezzvirat.cz
FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/cirkusybezzvirat
CONTACT:
cirkusy@svobodazvirat.cz
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Section
for Cat
Protection
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The 2014 for all members of the Section for Cat Protection meant wider activities. Due to favourable
weather unusually high numbers of kittens were born. Many of them were found abandoned, we
managed to entrap many of these and provide shelter and care for them.
There are mostly three areas of our activities:
• Ongoing routine activity
• One-off activity
• New activities
ONGOING ROUTINE ACTIVITY
Everyday work is bound up with running the cat shelter where cats are placed if they need our help.
The shelters are provided by our households where cats are looked after, nursed and got used to people´s companionship.
Last year the shelter was provided with 107 cats from which 54 were adopted and thanks to our website, facebook, ads or leafleting etc. we
placed them to new homes.
The cats are leaving for new homes healthy, regularly dewormed, vaccinated and if older than 8 months also castrated.
Ongoing activities mean also providing food, bedding, vet visits and also obtaining the necessary budget funding.
We do not forget feral cats. We try to improve their lives by feeding them and installing insulated shelter boxes (7 boxes were installed in 2014).
ONE-OFF ACTIVITIES
These activities are mostly focused on the presentation of our work, education and obtaining financial support. We have provided 4 information
stalls as well as a fund to cover the cat sheltering and nursing.
During the 2 photo exhibitions we presented 40 cats in our care ready for adoption.
Exhibitions were also held on 24th and 25th of October 2014, called „Cats and people around them“ in the shop IAtelier in Perlová street in
Pilsen. In November the exhibition was moved to Zbiroh.
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We joined an online Christmas and Easter donation venue called „The tree of fulfilled wishes.“(more information at www.kociciprani.cz). We also
organized 2 online auctions to obtain the necessary funds for cat surgery and for the cat castrations.
At the end of the year the Czech Television, Channel 2, showed our activities in the program „Chcete mě“. Viewers had a chance to get more
familiar with our work and our organization.
During 2014 we managed to entrap more cats in 7 different areas of Pilsen.
NEW ACTIVITIES
In 2014 we cooperated with animal rights activists outside Pilsen and helped them in Zbiroh, Horušany and Klatovy. Activists from Zbiroh are
supported by us financially and we provided cages for a cat detention for a period of quarantine and cooperated together on the exhibition of
our deposited cat´s photographs in Zbiroh.
We also caught a few cats for castration in Horušany.
In Klatovy we mostly give a hand with administrative tasks for local activists who established an animal protection union.
Recently we established a tutorial how to care for cats as well to provide them with proper vaccination, castration, and occasional veterinary
visits by leafleting and in the press.
Educational activities regarding the cat care were published in the press in 5 articles- with topics such as „Dangerous medicine for cats“, „How to
help the cats in the winter“, „Animal rights organizations and their activities.“ etc.
All work in the cat section is done by 19 in house members and if necessary 6 external workers and students who help. Our activities can be
undertaken thanks to sponsors and local Councils from Pilsen - parts 1, 2 and 3. We would like to express our grateful thanks for that support.
WEBSITES:
www.kocici.cz

FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/kocky.svobodazvirat.plzen

CONTACT:
info@kocici.cz
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Eco-Educational
Programs
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We offer 2 ecoeducational programs to schools for primary school pupils. For the youngest (level I) elementary school pupils there are these
programs: „Animals we have at home and how to care about them“, „Animals on the farm and how the life goes on there“, and „Animals
in entertainment on your visit to circuses and zoo´s“. The older pupils of the elementary school (level II) can be introduced to programs
such as „Animals at the farm“, „Animals in the circuses and zoo´s“ and „Animals and the industry“. We have done 74 hours of lectures
altogether. The most popular programs in 2014 were „Animals we have at home and how to care about them“ at the level I of elementary
school and „Animals in entertainment“ at level II of elementary school.
During 2014 we addressed a few new schools. We made new contacts to schools in the Pilsen region as well as enlarging our lecturer team
with 2 new female colleagues.
There was also a preparation for ecoeducational programs in Prague where we hope other schools will soon be addressed.
We are pleased that we could join the scheme of school pupils education and promote the idea of empathy with the living creatures.
The price of the program is 20 CZK per pupil. The program is about 90 min long but we can edit it to the needs of individual school.
At the autumn of 2014 you could hear us at radio Junior and Český rozhlas 2, where we had a discussion with the presenter and actor Petr
Vacek about pet care.
At the websites of www.svobodazvirat.cz/informacni-materialy/informacni-materialy-ekologicka-vychova.htm you can find the programmes
working sheet to download.

WEBSITES:
www.svobodazvirat.cz/kampane/ekologicka‑vychova.htm

FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/ekologickavychova

CONTACT:
ekovychova@svobodazvirat.cz
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other Events
at Freedom for Animals
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„THE ANIMALS CELEBRATE“ CAMPAIGN www. zvirataslavi .cz
In April 2014 we launched a new campaign called „Animals celebrate“ with the aim
to point out our success within our 20 years old existence and to say thank you to
all current and previous employees of our organization and to motivate new people
to join our animal protection effort.
This campaign was open at Florenc in Prague. We provided information stalls and
on lookers could see our activists in animal masks as well as they could taste our
vegan food if interested.
We also launch a new website www.zvirataslavi.cz . The website was created in a
funny and amusing form for visitors to find out more about the progress in animal
protection within the last few years.
The campaign was supported by a few well known personalities such as
M. Kubišová, B. Hrzánová, P. Černocká or P. Vítek.
The top of the campaign was a „Birthday“ celebration evening of Freedom for
Animals in the Prague club Rock Café held in the start of the October. The visitors
could enjoy a diverse program such as modern dance performance with an animal
theme included, they could also see artists from a modern circus completely
without animals, and music performances by different bands.
All one month prior to the concert our itinerant exhibitions were placed in the
Rock Café gallery.
Thanks to the campaign we could increase the interest about animal protection
with a few well known media. For example the server iDnes published a detailed
interview with the Freedom for Animals chairmen Lucie Moravcová.
More information can be found at www.zvirataslavi.cz
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FREEDOM FOR ANIMALS INFO STALLS
The 15th fair of non-profit organizations called „NGO Market“ was held on
the 25th of April – we were obviously present with an info stall.
On the 24th of May 2014 people could visit our info stall at the raw food
festival called „Raw Fest“. The visitors had a unique opportunity to see raw
food master chefs live and taste a wide offer of raw food products.
On the 21st of June 2014 we joined the 6th Veggie Parade held in Prague.
Veggie Parade is an international celebration of the ethical way of life,
organized each year in different capitals. The aim of the venue is to provide
the public with information about animal abuse, to inform them about the
farming industry and mass farming production and to suggest alternatives to
these problematic issues.
Other info stalls were opened during May and June in Prague and Pilsen.
All sorts of information regarding the animal protection were available as
well as exhibitions about animal rights. People could sign the petitions or be
photographed in the virtual campaign called „Circuses without animals“.
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FREEDOM FOR ANIMALS AT SUMMER FESTIVALS
During the summer months we, together with our volunteers visited a few
music festivals which are a great opportunity to address thousands people in
a pleasant atmosphere and to approach them with the problems of animal
protection and animal rights.
We were present in Hradec Králové at the Play Fast or don´t festival, at festivals
in Trutnov called Obscene Extreme and Trutnov Open Air, in Rokycany at
Fluffest or in Pilsen at the Stop Zevling Festival.

VEGETARIAN DAY
On the 5th of October there was the 11th Vegetarian Day held at Toulcův Dvůr in
Prague organized by the Czech Vegetarian Society.
The participants could listen to interesting lectures about wild raw food, about
natural milk manufacture or a lecture about the development of opinions
regarding vegetarianism throughout the centuries. The program included a
Barbora Bartušková Večlová lecture about „Animals Celebrate“ campaign. An
information stall was also provided. Barbora Bartušková Večlová was given the
„Vegetarian of the year“ award.
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Itinerant exhibitions
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Freedom for Animals lends out some itinerant exhibitions. The exhibitions are composed of 8 banners
sized 100cmx70cm concerning key topics which are dealt with by Freedom for Animals.
A new exhibition of the „Animals Celebrate“ campaign summarizes two decades of Freedom for
Animals existence where the development of the organization goes from the work of individual
activists to the creation of a progressive organization fighting for animal rights not only in the Czech
Republic. Also working on the ground (for example getting information about treating the animals
at fur farms) or trying to get response from the top politicians (such as lobbying the new laws or
addressing the politicians to help where needed) is included in our organization elementary activities.
Furthermore we offer a few older exhibitions. An „Anti-Fur“ exhibition informs people about fur
farming, the legislation in different countries and provides information about the possibility of joining
the fight against fur farming.
An exhibition called „Animal Testing“ - as is clear from its name - informs about the problems of
animal testing on products not only from the cosmetic industry. It shows other alternative possible
solutions. An exhibition called „The Responsible Consumer“ is directed to the entire ethic and
considerate conduct of consumers.
An additional exhibition is „Design against Fur“ (DAF) which has been established as part of the
parallel painting competition, for which students designed the posters against fur fashion.
During 2014 exhibitions were sent to a grammar school in České Budějovice and the Plan B Café in
Ostrava. Freedom for Animals uses these exhibitions at different festivals or similar venues where the
banners are shown in our info stalls.
Websites:
http://www.svobodazvirat.cz/informacni‑materialy/putovni‑vystavy.htm
Contact:
vystavy@svobodazvirat.cz
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Freedom for Animals
Information Centres
The Prague information centre
Address: Bořivojova 108, 130 00 Prague 3
Telephone: +420 608 880 518
Opening hours for public: Tuesday and Thursday 12,00 - 18,00
E-mail: infocentrum@svobodazvirat.cz

Interested people are able to obtain leaflets, posters, books and badges
through our information centres. Visitors want to know how to get
involved in Freedom for Animals activities. We also help to resolve a lot
of cases of animal torture. The information centres also partially offer
the same stock for purchase as offered at our e-shop.

The Pilsen information centre
Address: Koterovská 84, 326 00 Pilsen
Telephone: +420 377 444 084
Opening hours for public: Thursday 9,00 - 13,00
E-mail: info@svobodazvirat.cz

Freedom for Animals has had its headquarters in Pilsen from 1998. The
main distribution of information materials takes place from here as well
as being a general information centre. People can also buy products
here which are offered for sale on line through the e-shop of Freedom
for Animals.

on the
Internet
Apart from the official internet pages of the organization (www.svobodazvirat.cz) and
links to individual campaigns, you can also visit us on additional websites devoted to
the activities of Freedom for Animals. You can find us on the following social networks.

FACEBOOK:

During 2014 we dealt with and answered over 2300
emails, personal visits and telephone enquiries from
the public. We also sent over 220 information packages
regarding animal protection free of charge.
Both info centres have a library where people can
borrow books and films regarding animal protection
for free. More information can be found at
www.svobodazvirat.cz/o-nas/informacni-centra.htm.

TWITTER
‑ twitter.com/svobodazvirat

‑ page „Svoboda zvířat“
(www.facebook.com/Svobodazvirat)
‑ page „Svoboda zvířat Praha“
(www.facebook.com/SZPraha)

YOUTUBE
‑ www.youtube.com/user/Svobodazvirat
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Freedom for Animals
E-Shop
www.svobodazvirat.cz/e‑shop
Contact: e‑shop@svobodazvirat.cz
The Freedom for Animals website offers a charitable e-shop. It offers for example t-shirts, books, budges, stickers and
vitamins for vegans. During 2014 we added a few new items to our e-shop, for example bags with a cat motif, a book „Vegan
for Beginners“ (written by Dahlke Rüdiger) or a special birthday edition of badges, t-shirts and bags.
Members of Freedom for Animals have a discount of 10 % for all products. These products are possible to buy at our
information centres.

Freedom for Animals is continuing with a unique project of a
donation sms which has been established from May 2010.
Freedom for Animals can be supported by a donation
via sms in the form of „DMS SVOBODAZVIRAT“ on the
telephone no 87 7777. The cost of one DMS is 30 CZK,
Freedom for Animals obtains 28,50 CZK from this - from
each message. There is also the possibility to contribute
every month throughout the year. A message in the form
of „DMS ROK SVOBODAZVIRAT“ will provide a contribution
of 30 CZK every month of the year.
DMS - Donation sms, is a joined project of The Forum of
Donors, who are a philanthropic civic society in the Czech
Republic combined with the Association of Mobile Networks.
More information can be found at www.darcovskasms.cz.
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Freedom for Animals Membership
Everyone can become a member of Freedom for Animals- there is no age restriction. There are
now 350 members.
There are no responsibilities for members apart from paying a membership fee. Members
can decide if they want to become active within our organization. They are regularly
informed about Freedom for Animals activities and recent news and about newly published
materials. There is a bonus for members too – a free of charge bulletin sent to them quarterly
(electronically or by post) or a monthly posted electronic newsletter or 10% discount for all
products offered on line at www.kosmetika-bio.cz.

A membership fee of 360 CZK per year is payable yearly in advance. There is also a
possibility to become a member during the year and to pay a proportionate part of the
membership fee which is 30 CZK per month. The membership fee is payable at our account no.
152049858/0300, or by cheque or personally at our information centres.
Membership can be also donated as a gift in a value of 360 CZK (for yearly membership),
720 CZK (for two years membership) and 1800 CZK (for five years membership).

You can find out more at www.svobodazvirat.cz/zapojte-se/stante-se-clenem.htm.

The volunteers of Freedom for Animals
There are about 100 registered volunteers ready to help the organization. The volunteer base
has been created from the very beginning of Freedom for Animals activities. The organization
would not achieve a fraction of its successes without these people who decided to devote their
energy and time to animal protection.
The volunteers are present at info stalls, joining music festivals, they organize protests and
collect signatures on petitions. They also help with administration such as graphic designs,
translations, corrections, writing articles or with other admin tasks.

You can find more information at http://www.svobodazvirat.cz/zapojte-se/jak-pomoci.htm
Contact: dobrovolnici@svobodazvirat.cz
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The Financial Report
REVENUE IN 2014

CZK

Individual donors

993 005,75

Membership fees

76 311,00

Accepted grants (Cat Protection Department)

21 000,00

Other revenue (sale of promotional products, benefit events etc.) and interest

490 544,12

TOTAL REVENUE

1 580 860,87

EXPENDITURE IN 2014

CZK

Materials and services (Cat Protection Section)

392 248,92

Stationery

11 130,00

Other materials (leaflets, stickers, literature etc.)

184 361,50

Rent and power consumption

108 441,00

Salaries expenses

212 177,00

Travel expenses

3 445,00

Promotion, graphical work, copying

409 573,16

Telecommunications, internet, postage

133 991,27

Consulting, accounting fees, course fees, training course

235 576,96

Software

9 900,00

Other services

29 537,49

Other expenses (bank fees etc.)

11 312,39

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

1 741 694,69
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